rate of 24,203 acres (9,795 ha) or 38 square
miles (98 km2). Between 1956 and 1978, net
wetland losses were even greater—661,700
acres (267,800 ha), for a yearly loss of
30,000 acres (12,140 ha) or 47 square miles
(121 km2). Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
converted an estimated 217 square miles
(562 km2) of wetland to open water ( Barras
2006 ). The state is expected to lose 500
square miles (1,295 km2) over the next 50
years ( Barras et al. 2003) due to ongoing
shifts in the ecosystem. Despite these enormous losses, coastal marshes are expanding
in Atchafalaya Bay due to sedimentation brought in by re-routing Mississippi
floodwaters to the Atchafalaya River Basin
( Figure 8.16; Demas and Demcheck 1996a).
While heavy losses continue, it appears
that the phenomenal rate of wetland loss
observed during the 1970s has slowed
markedly. The most recent assessment indicates that Louisiana lost wetlands at a rate
of 16.57 square miles per year (42.9 km2)
from 1985 to 2010 (Couvillion et al. 2011).
This rate is equivalent to losing a wetland
the size of a football field every hour.
From the mid-1950s to 1992, Texas lost
nearly 10 percent of its estuarine wetlands
with marshes falling by 8 percent and tidal
flats by 13 percent ( Moulton et al. 1997).
During this time, a slight increase (8%)
in estuarine scrub-shrub wetlands was
detected. Most of the marsh loss was attributed to conversion to open water (19,931
acres [8,066 ha]). The bulk of this loss was
observed from Freeport to Port Arthur
where groundwater withdrawal and oil
and gas extraction are causing faulting and
land subsidence, which probably induced
drowning and erosion of salt marshes. The
rest of the lost marshes were converted to
freshwater marshes (9,238 acres [3.738
ha]), reservoirs (7,023 acres [ 2,842 ha]),
or upland (6,291 acres [ 2,546 ha]). Four
causes were responsible for the loss of estuarine tidal flats: other upland development
(15,805 acres [6,396 ha]), conversion to
estuarine marsh (14,376 acres [5,818 ha]),
rural development (4,079 acres [1,651 ha]),

Figure 8.16. New deltas are forming in Atchafalaya
Bay, one at the mouth of the Atchafalaya River (on
right) and the other at the Wax Lake Outlet.

and conversion to freshwater marsh (3,686
acres [1,492 ha]). The other upland development category includes deposition of
dredged material along the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway and ship channels as well as
road, levee, and other filling. Nearly all of
the gain in estuarine shrub swamps (2,403
acres [ 973 ha]) came from estuarine marsh.
A wetland trend study for Galveston Bay
found that by 1989, more than 15,000 acres
(6,070 ha) of estuarine marsh present in the
1950s had been converted to open water or
intertidal flats (White et al. 1993). This area
is experiencing significant subsidence due to
sea-level rise. Some of this subsidence may
result from human activities, mainly withdrawal of groundwater, but also through oil
and gas extraction and sulfur mining around
salt domes on the Texas coast. Active surface faults may also be contributing to subsidence in this area.

california
Tidal wetlands in California have been subject to filling for urban development and to
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